
Classic Vintage
© Debi Montgomery
Fabric Requirements

Does this design have a story to tell or what?! I am so excited to bring this design to you, with 
the classic quilts blocks of yesteryear, the vintage lattice work, and a twist of “Debi” on the 
side. I am offering this in three sizes of blocks. You can make a small version with the 6” 
blocks; a medium size with 12” blocks; with 15” blocks rounding out the large size. Quilters 
who walked before us added lattice. I have tried to separate the lattice yardage off so you can 
choose. I was inspired by your comments on my blog post “Back to Normal”, I played with 
colours and placement, moving about fabrics into different positions to get a different look. I 
love this. I will tell you the names of the blocks along the way, maybe the bit of history I found 
about each one. I designed this square, but you can easily make it a rectangle, leaving out a 
column or two. If you have the requirements given, you will have enough to play with. I may 
even lay this on-point! Your options are almost endless!

I am going to try to use what I have as I want a more “traditional” look, I want to “make do” like 
they did back in the day. We will be using four fabrics (or groups of fabrics): background, 
medium, medium/dark, and dark. Please keep the background and dark full of contrast. You 
can easily make your background dark, but please reverse the medium/dark and medium with 
light as your final colour. I have included the binding in the medium/dark fabric allowance. I 
used a dark lattice with background cornerstones…. Here are the approximate sizes and 
yardages required. If pulling scrappy, please make sure you have extra on hand.

Special tools:
Tri-recs tool
Additional template provided

I think I will work with these colours, pulling heaps of 
fabrics in each “colour”. My lattice might be black or dark 
brown. I haven’t pulled that yet.

I may even turn mine on point, who knows!

Small 6” blocks
50” square

Medium 12” blocks
96” square

Large 15” blocks
117” square

BACKGROUND 2 yards 4-1/2 yards 5-1/2 yards

MEDIUM 3/4 yard 1-1/2 yards 2-1/4 yards

MEDIUM/DARK 1/2 yard 1-1/4 yards 2-1/4 yards

DARK 1 yard 3-1/2 yards 5-1/2 yards

LATTICE 7/8 yards 2-1/4 yards 2-3/4 yards
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